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Q4.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a)(i) corrosive  

damages skin / clothes causes
burns

(1)

(a)(ii) C  neutralisation  (1)
(b) An explanation to include

(substance that) increases
rate / speeds up reaction
(1)
without being {used up /
changed} itself (1)

ignore slows down a reaction

lowers activation energy reject
provides energy / heat (for 2nd

mark)

(2)

(c) A description to include

smaller pieces have larger
surface area / ORA (1)
larger surface area,
{higher / faster} rate (1)

ORA

 

smallerpieces give fasterrate (1)
ORA

allow 'bigger surface area
produces more carbon dioxide'
(or similarly phrased) for one
mark

(2)

 

 Indicative Content Mark
QWC *(d) A description / comparison/ explanation / etc including some of the

following points

method – what needs to be carried out

dilute the acid
(to make) different concentrations / stated concentration
values
add magnesium to acid
in suitable container
equal volumes of the acids
equal lengths of magnesium

observations – to make

observe/ count bubbles
highest concentration magnesium reacts, lowest
concentration magnesium does not react
observe/ time magnesium disappearing
use of timer
measure volume gas produced
measure decrease in mass

 

(6)
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conclusion – evidence gathered or seen

formed bubbles faster
magnesium disappears faster
gas produced faster
mass lost faster

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited description e.g. add magnesium to acid and time the

reaction
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 a simple description e.g. dilute the acid, add magnesium to both acid
solutions and more concentrated one bubbles faster or magnesium
reacts quicker
the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a detailed description e.g. add magnesium to different concentrations
of acids in beakers: lower concentration longer time therefore slower
reaction
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors
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